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Developed by a team led by award-winning FIFA
producer Michael Minko, the new engine, which
is capable of running on most gaming platforms,
contains an extensive set of game physics. This
means characters react to impact forces and
collisions from the on-pitch collisions with
realistic and truthful force feedback as well as
tackling, jumping, landing and rolling. Kicking,
dribbling, heading, passing and shooting also
react to this new physics engine, making
football feel dynamic, lifelike and extremely
realistic. Added to which, the engine now allows
players to take back-heeled passes, and allows
players to execute overhead kicks and shots
from outside the penalty area with the right
foot. This new physics engine also makes
dribbling a lot more realistic with players able to
finesse moves between one-and-one, when
playing on the break and after receiving a back-
heel pass from a team mate. A new dribbling
animation system gives players a better variety
and realism in how they dribble the ball, and
allows defenders to react in more realistic ways.
Defenders can now tackle an unsuspecting
player going diagonally towards goal. In more
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depth, the engine has been improved to reflect
the simulation of different pitch conditions, such
as variable weather conditions or dim lighting.
Passengers now react to the amount of pitch the
ball is on during live play. Certain features of
the game include the ability to shoot from
outside the area, with either or both feet and
when flat or volleying and when off the front of
the foot or off the back of the boot. The physics
has also been improved to show the ball
travelling faster and more accurately on certain
types of surfaces, providing a more realistic
representation of the ball. Sound has also been
improved with more authentic crowd noise at
stadiums across the globe, as well as player
voices that are more realistic. The engine also
allows for more authentic player movement on
the pitch, making players more reactive in
certain situations, as well as making the ball
react differently when it is close to an opponent
and coming in. The loading system also
improved. When the game is paused or when
the game is paused during a game it will take
less than 2 seconds. The game will feature a
2v2 online mode, as well as a return to the ever
popular “FIFA Ultimate Team” mode. As well as
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online matches, there will also be offline online
and offline single player challenges.

Features Key:

 Live in a world of infinite style as you create your team from 20 All-Star players, 11 Fantasy
Ultimate Team superstars and all of the top managers.
 Total football feels brought to life with the precision passing, dynamic action and intense on-
ball excitement as you play the final match of your team.
 Engage with the biggest names in football as you play as your favourite player with your
own unique attributes to take your club to success.
 FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology", bringing to life the field of play with
unprecedented craftsmanship, precision, and feel, as the experience of playing the world's
greatest games live on your TV.
Evolving player performance Take your game to new heights with upgraded Player Creation
options, more crossing and inside through-balls, and explosive dribbling, passing and
shooting.
Play in ways you've always dreamt of, where your every movement is tracked and every shot
on goal is a do-or-die scenario.
 Improved gameplay options and tactics Attacking play now branches from more areas of the
field, thanks to new team-play AI and Dynamic Orientations, when you do the unexpected to
break back from your opponents’ pressure. Retaining possession and keeping out of trouble
is now key, with more exacting tactics required to unlock the opposition’s first-choice
formation.
New Goalkeepers The perfect new-generation goalkeeper is in your hands as you hone your
craft in training. The new "Gamekeeper" gives you multiple gamekeeper options, one of
which is a coveted Tactic On or Off decision, thanks to the new "Reflex Shot" feature.
Go deep: the player you've been waiting for Fifa Ultimate Team will place a new focus on
deep-lying playmakers, with new deep-lying playmaker options, e.g. Skipper and Target
Forward, new tactics that suit their strengths and a new creative creator that helps them
unlock the game.
Stay awake: increased goal awareness with Exploit and Violent Dribbles An increased goal
awareness to make more difficult goals in an uncertain situation, thanks to more determined
attacking play, all play is tracked, and 
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EA SPORTS FIFA is a franchise that continues
to set the standard for football games. It has
earned its reputation as the most authentic
football game on any platform since EA
SPORTS FIFA 13 (PS3®/PS Vita™/PC),
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combining cutting-edge graphics with
gameplay innovations that blur the line
between video game and reality. For the first
time in the history of the franchise, FIFA
Ultimate Team™ modes have been
completely overhauled. • Play with a squad
of up to 3,500 real players and fight for
trophies and glory in the ultimate free-to-
play football game. • Play matches on your
favourite football fields in franchise mode
and go head-to-head in the all-new Fantasy
Draft mode. Experience the FIFA Journey in
Franchise Mode Battle for trophies in a deep
and immersive story-based game
experience. Get your feet wet with FIFA 19's
new Preseason mode and start your journey,
and journey on. • Set up and lead your club
from youth-team through to the top flight. •
Fight to earn more than 100 possible
rewards in the quest to build a winning
team. • Take on the role of head coach,
manager and scout to build your team, or
play as one of the prestigious club legends.
The all-new Journey mode gives players the
chance to define their journey. Choose your
route, recruit your team, create a realistic
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environment, and stick to your own unique
path through the Premier League. A new
story, new challenges and new rewards
await you along the way. • Choose your
position, attributes and loadout to your
heart's content. • Travel through the story
as you take on experienced and deadly
football mercenaries in the revamped
Tactical and Story modes. • Play through the
season to earn rewards, develop your
players and make your team your own.
Create your own football journey with the all-
new Journey mode. How to Play Unique to
FIFA 20 is the Be a Pro Coach and Be a Pro
Player modes. Be a Pro Coach gets you
behind the scenes. Take a walk down the
touchline and step into the mind of the
opposition manager – make strategic
decisions, develop your players and manage
your team to victory. And while you're there,
take a swing at goalkeepers, defenders and
strikers with the human element – if you can
hit it, they can stop it. Be a Pro Player puts
you in the centre of the action – or even in
bc9d6d6daa
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Combine authentic football cards with real-world
game moves to mastermind a successful team,
working your way up the FIFA Ultimate Team
Ladder. Earn rewards by playing matches,
collecting badges, and unlocking coveted FIFA
Ultimate Team player cards. Whether you love
to build and manage your own team, or enjoy
spending valuable time with the card-drawn
card battles, FIFA Ultimate Team has something
for everyone. FIFA Street – FIFA Street is all
about running and jumping your way through
iconic locations around the globe as you get
down with the best of the best. Asphalt dribble
your way past defenders, slide into positions to
earn controlled possession and unleash pinpoint
passing moves to unhinge the defense. In FIFA
Street, there's no holding back - unleash your
Street Soccer on your friends. Featuring three
game modes - local multiplayer, Online and
Career, FIFA Street provides you with tons of
room to hone your soccer skills. Creation Suite –
From the pitch to the playground, FIFA
encourages all fans and aspiring coaches to
unleash their creativity in the Creation Suite,
with a variety of tools to bring your FIFA
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franchise to life. Create your own stadium, pick
your own players, and then host your own FIFA
Street matches in the new Player Creator. With
over 1 million possible player combinations, FIFA
lets players shape their own pro footballers and
captain their own teams from scratch. In FIFA
22, discover a deeper, more immersive
experience where you’ll get to really be in the
game. FIFA is the most popular soccer video
game franchise of all time, built on a foundation
of soccer fans around the world. FIFA 22 builds
on the rich legacy of the series’ success in the
past 22 years, delivering a more immersive and
social experience than ever before. FIRST
PERSON VIEW The FIFA franchise has always
had a strong presence on consoles. Sony and
Microsoft both made strong cases for the title,
but the most successful PS2 game in history
was FIFA 2004, which first introduced the idea of
3rd person perspective, now a staple for all
soccer games. FIFA 20 tries to reclaim this
crown with a first-person point of view. FIFA 21
went back to a 2nd person. Now FIFA 22 brings
a 1st person perspective with your player. It’s
like being in the trenches with your favorite
player. FIFA 22 introduces an all-new camera,
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one that you control with your foot. Whenever
you kick the ball, your player gets stuck into the
game. The camera turns with your every
movement. And
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What's new in Fifa 22:

New Player Body Model. The new player body model uses
improved humanlike soft-tissue deformation which makes
players naturally achieve an action-ready appearance with
the right muscles and shape. Enjoy realistic animation and
facial expressions.
Unlock All Black to All White Kits. Re-skin your favorite
club with any FUT kits from any past FIFA game with the
All Black to All White Kits add-on. These kits include
adjustable padding, anisotropic shader, metallic and bright
color schemes, and more.
Create Ultimate Teams for Franchise Mode. Picking and
storing the best 53 players in one fantasy team is easier
with the all-new Create-a-Club mode. Select your favorite
kit from any game with the All-White to All-White Kit add-
on, and you’ll get random players from your most-played
competitions. Create and save your ultimate team with
immersive statistics and be prepared for your Fantasy
Factions challenges.
New Mock Draft Experience. Create up to three national
teams and get ready to draft your Ultimate Team. With the
new Mock Draft experience, view FIFA Hall of Fame players
in context of the draft and make fast, smart decisions.
New Player Experience. Your FIFA career will go faster,
with a host of new Player Learning and improvements. Play
the animation-based walk-and-run system on all terrains
and discover the new Player Stats spotlight.
In My Player, see what your team looks like when you’re
not in the action. This feature is useful when you’re away
from the game or during testing. Beat your team, or play
in a different run in a tournament match to see the real
FIFA gameplay in action.
New Player Vision & Movement. Enjoy a unique, action-
ready player model. No other sports game enables you to
see the player’s health bar, positioning, and realistic
movements, in an animated FIFA experience.
New Player Transition. Seamlessly transition between
every last and forgotten position. Press both forward and
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backward buttons to revert to the last set position and
ready to shoot, dribble or run.
New Player Skill. By pressing a direction (PS Move), you
will see a realistic play animation and also receive vital
feedback in-game, including from defenders, with your
movement data presented on the third screen
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 gives users total control
over gameplay style – play how you want with
‘My Player,’ or feel the intensity of the
competition with Franchise. With all-new Keeper
AI, smarter defending, opposition pressure
tactics and improved attack transitions,
gameplay is elevated to the next level. Cover
Stories: Inside the World of FIFA With FIFA’s
Cover Stories, you can follow the drama of two
club sides in the midst of intense contract
negotiations and their internal clashes over how
the club should move forward. In “My Squad,”
you’re even able to make your own decisions on
who’s in your squad and decide which style of
play you want to use. The World’s Best Fans:
Celebrate the World Cup in FIFA 22 In FIFA 22,
FIFA Ultimate Team™ makes its return, and for
the first time it’s exclusive to the FIFA World
Cup. Play as the U.S. Men’s National Team, lift a
World Cup trophy, and keep your jerseys for
good. Immersive Atmospheres The atmosphere
in FIFA is raised to the next level with new
stadium design, stunning player models and
lighting, and crowd sounds. New live scores and
new player celebrations will be there to cheer
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you on from home. Team Management Team
Management (from Franchise mode) lets you
manage your club like never before. You can
now be a manager or director of your club;
manage and direct your players, build your
stadium, choose your kits, and set your team’s
salary budget. The return of the Transfer Market
offers a new dimension to your career as a
manager. Franchise Mode In addition to the new
features in FIFA 22, FIFA franchise mode has
been completely reworked to offer a completely
new way to experience the entire franchise and
franchise mode. Franchise mode now gives you
even more choice and allows you to play how
you want. Play the game how you want with ‘My
Player’ or feel the intensity of the competition
with up to 32 players in a franchise career. Play
with the new Player Performance System and
choose how you want to play your way to the
top with more tactics and in-game instructions
to guide you in all the game’s key areas. The
Ultimate Edition The FIFA Ultimate Edition
comes with all the game updates, bonus
content, and FIFA Ultimate Team
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Supported Operating Systems: - Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 -
Windows Server 2008 SP2, Windows Server
2008 R2 SP2, Windows Server 2012, Windows
Server 2012 R2 - Windows Server 2016,
Windows Server 2019 - Apple OSX 10.10.3 or
higher, Apple iOS 8.4 or higher Note: For
development purposes, the following versions of
software may be required as well: -.NET Core
3.1 (Installers require v3.1.0)
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